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CHAPTER 5 

The Inflation Protection from Your Own 
Home: Long-run Evidence1 

For an investor, and especially one with a long horizon, inflation is an important source 

of risk as well. This importance is reflected in the abundance of economic literature 

regarding the inflation protection offered by investments in different assets like stocks, 

bonds, and real estate. Real estate returns appear to be less severely eroded by inflation 

than returns of other financial assets. The reputation of being inflation protected is one 

frequently cited real estate investment motive, besides potential diversification benefits. 

The reason for a positive relationship between real estate returns and inflation can be 

attributed to some inherent real estate characteristics. For example, lease contracts for 

office space usually require rent indexation to a general price index, while retail rents 

might be partially dependent on sales revenues. Other ways for inflation to influence real 

estate returns are construction costs and interest rates, or more indirectly via general 

economic developments. As far as residential real estate concerns, owner-occupants 

derive inflation protection from fixed rate mortgages, leading to a rising implicit benefit 

from non-due imputed rents. Moreover, inflation-adjusted household income preserves 

purchasing power, allowing for higher nominal offered property prices. 

Although the investment horizons of most real estate investors will concern several 

years, inflation hedge studies usually analyze short investment horizons of a quarter or a 

year. Results of these studies are therefore less relevant for practical purposes, since the 

degree of inflation protection for long horizons might be different from the short-term 

protection. This horizon issue has not been investigated for long-run homeownership 

either. This is a pity, since for most households, the home is the biggest asset in their 

investment portfolio, and the home is frequently a pension. The behavior of nominal 

house prices in relation to inflation is therefore very important. In this chapter, we will 

fill this gap in the empirical literature. We will look at house price changes and inflation 

for a 350-year period. Section 5.1 provides a review of real estate inflation literature, 

followed by a discussion of the methodology we apply and the studied long-run data 

series in sections 5.2 and 5.3, respectively. The results of our estimations are presented in 

This chapter is based on Eichholtz, P.M.A., J.P. Mei and M.A.J. Theebe (2001), "The Inflation Protection 
from Your Own Home: Long-Run Evidence", working paper, University of Amsterdam, presented at the 2000 
AREUEA conference in Boston. 
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section 5.4, after which section 5.5 finally concludes this chapter and provides some 

suggestions for further research. 

5.1 Literature 

Starting with the seminal theoretical work of Fisher (1930), inflation protection has been 

under continuous attention from researchers. The Fisher model predicted a one-to-one 

relationship between expected nominal asset returns and expected inflation. 

Nevertheless, for stocks the empirical evidence regarding this relationship mostly showed 

that it is negative. Examples are Bodie (1976), Nelson (1976), Fama (1975, 1981, and 

1990), Fama and Schwert (1977), Geske and Roll (1983), Jaffe and Mandelker (1977), and 

Lee (1992), who all rejected the Fisher hypothesis and concluded that stocks offer poor 

protection against inflation. Although all of these studies are based on US data, these 

conclusions do not seem to be country-specific, since Gultekin (1990) found a consistent 

lack of positive relation in most of twenty-six countries, and Solnik (1983) rejected the 

Fisherian assumption for each major stock market of the world. 

For real estate, this issue received a lot of empirical attention as well. Its reputation of 

yielding inflation-protected returns is empirically confirmed by many studies, since most 

found a positive relationship between real estate returns and inflation. Besides the 

inherent characteristics mentioned before, another explanation for this remarkable 

difference with stock or bond returns regarding inflation protection could be self-

fulfilling prophecy. Fogler et al (1985) could not reject the hypothesis that part of this 

positive relationship is caused by changing investor expectations with respect to the 

effectiveness of real estate as inflation hedge. As Hoesli et al (1997) suggested, due to its 

reputation as an inflation hedge, real estate becomes a preferred asset during times of 

high inflation. This will lower capitalization rates and raise capital values, making the 

inflation hedge capacity a self-fulfilling prophecy. 

As a third possible explanation, using appraisal-based data could attribute to the found 

positive relationship as well, as discussed in Yobaccio et al (1995) and Hoesli et al (1997). 

The capital gain component of commercial real estate returns is usually based on 

estimates of appraisers, who tend to adjust capital values in line with ex post inflation. 

Moreover, the smoothed appraisal-based returns will be more similar to a gradually 

developing inflation pattern than more volatile actual returns. Part of the perceived 

hedging effectiveness could therefore be attributed to usage of appraisal-based 

performance data. 

Mixed results for sub-markets 
Empirical studies usually focused on one or more real estate sub-markets, and estimate 

the inflation hedge capacity by means of regression. For commercial real estate, most 
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studies found returns to move with inflation, although exact results varied. For example, 

Gvourko and Linneman (1988) found commercial property returns to be most strongly 

positively correlated with inflation, while Barber et al (1997) showed commercial 

property to be only a weak inflation hedge. Sing and Low (2000) concluded that 

industrial real estate is effective against both expected and unexpected inflation, while 

shops only protect against expected inflation. However, Rubens et al (1989) found all 

commercial real estate to hedge only expected inflation. One remarkable study is 

Stevenson et al (1999), who found no evidence of inflation protection at all for 

commercial properties. 

Results for residential real estate are mixed as well. Many studies concluded that it 

provides a hedge against both expected and unexpected inflation (Bond and Seiler 

(1998), Sing and Low (2000), and Fama and Schwert (1977)), some found it to protect 

only against unexpected inflation (Rubens et al (1989)), while others found little evidence 

for an effective hedge (Stevenson, 2000). 

With respect to returns from indirect real estate, studies showed more homogenous 

results. The general consensus is that REIT returns do not protect against inflation, as 

shown in Gyourko and Linneman (1988), Chatrath et al (1998) and Chan, Hendershott 

and Sanders (1990). However, an exception is reported by Yobaccio et al(1995), who 

found some hedging capability against expected inflation. 

These studies were based on different data sets, from different geographical regions and 

different moments in time, and therefore different real estate market conditions. These 

differences might have contributed importantly to differences between empirical 

findings. With respect to this, the study by Wurtzebach et al (1991) has been quoted 

frequendy, which showed that current market conditions as reflected by vacancy rates 

influence inflation protection capacity. Other studies like Hoesli et al (1997) found 

evidence of a different relationship between returns and inflation for varying economic 

conditions as well. During low-inflation periods, the inflation hedging capacity of 

industrial real estate lowers (Sing and Low, 2000) or disappears (Wurtzebach et al, 1991). 

The latter study showed that vacancy rates are higher during such periods, and found the 

significant hedge of office returns to disappear as well. At the other hand, no impact of 

market conditions was found by Ganesan and Chiang (1998) and Stevenson and Murray 

(1999). 

Another drive contributing to the variability in findings is the use of different data types. 

For example, calculations of commercial real estate returns are usually based on 

appraisals, while returns of residential real estate are frequently calculated using 

transaction data. Moreover, for residential returns, studies like Fama and Schwert (1977) 

did not include the cash flow component. However, the appreciation component 

provides a better protection than the income component of residential real estate 
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(Gyourko and Linneman (1988), and Rubens (1989)). Barber et al (1997) concluded that 

this holds for commercial real estate as well. 

Finally, different specifications of expected inflation will contribute to the variety of 

findings as well. To mention a few approaches, Bond and Seiler (1998) specified expected 

inflation by means of time-series forecasts, Sing and Low (2000) derived inflation 

expectations from a one-period lagged 3-month Treasury bill rate, and Wurtzebach et al 

(1991) used economist's forecasts. 

The majority of inflation hedging studies is based on the assumption of Fisher, with a 

distinction between expected and unexpected inflation, as suggested by Fama and 

Schwert (1977). An alternative approach to discover the relationship between real estate 

returns and inflation is performing a causality test. Lu and So (2001) used this method to 

show that inflation does not cause REIT returns, while other studies found that returns 

of commercial real estate (Stevenson et all, 1999) and housing (Stevenson, 2000) even 

lead inflation, instead of being a hedge against it. The latter results are counterintuitive: if 

there is a causal relationship, one might expect inflation to effect real estate returns, 

instead of the reverse. More intuitive are the results of Barber et al (1997). These authors 

showed that an inflation shock initially has very little impact on capital values, after two 

years values begin to respond, and after ten years returns will have responded fully. 

Does horizon matter? 

These findings require a long-term vision, which is more appropriate to real estate 

investors. Most of the empirical research undertaken so far has focused on holding 

periods of up to 12 months, which are not very relevant for real estate investors, but also 

for many stock investors. A method commonly applied to investigate whether real estate 

returns and inflation move similarly in the long run is testing for co-integration. In this 

way, Chatrath and Liang (1998), Stevenson (2000) and Barkham et al (1996) found 

evidence for a long-run inflation hedge of respectively REITs, housing and commercial 

real estate. Hoesli et al (1996) derived the same conclusion for commercial real estate by 

means of multivariate analysis. However, co-integration results are not uniform, since 

Stevenson et al (1999) and Tarbert (1996) could not find such a long-term relationship. 

These long-run studies did not address the role of the investment horizon explicidy, 

since co-integration considers the entire data period. However, a few inflation hedge tests 

for stock returns did deal with this concern. For example, Boudoukh and Richardson 

(1993) found 5-year aggregated stock returns to be hedged against inflation, while 1-year 

returns are not hedged, although Zhu (1998) warned for interpretation of standard 

deviations because of serially correlated residuals. Schotman and Schweitzer (2000) 

showed the explicit dependence of inflation hedge capacity on investment horizon. 

Based on these studies, we conclude that the investment horizon is of crucial importance 

to the question whether investments are a hedge for inflation risk. 
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5.2 Methodology 

In this chapter, we start with the approach of Schotman and Schweitzer (2000) for an 

explicit analysis of the impact of investment horizon. We show the importance of the 

investment horizon for inflation protection capacity by means of a hedge ratio. With 

investment in financial assets, a hedge ratio expresses the number of hedging vehicles 

required to offset the risk of an unprotected position. Similarly, if a residential property is 

used as a vehicle to hedge inflation risk, one could determine the amount of housing 

required to protect against inflation by means of a hedge ratio. Important inputs for this 

ratio are the degree of inflation persistence and the short-run hedge capacity against 

expected and unexpected inflation. 

To start with the former, inflation is assumed to be generated by an AR(1) time series 
model. This is, 

(5.1) j[l+1=c + a7r,+T]M 

or alternatively written as 

(5.2) 7i,+l=n + a{7tt-n)+riM 

In (5.2), the log inflation rate % is expressed as a function of its long-run average u, a 

parameter a reflecting how fast inflation returns to this long-run average in case of 

deviation, and an independent shock r\. A high a implies persistent inflation and 

therefore a stable inflation series, since this parameter represents first order auto

correlation. 

The short-run relationship between property returns and inflation, the second input for 

the hedge ratio, can be modeled with the specification Fama and Schwert used to test the 

Fisher equation. In their test, they included unexpected inflation as well. Property returns 

are assumed to be a function of a constant real return and both expected and unexpected 
inflation. 

(5.3) RM = c + ßE, [JCM ] + <prjl+l + s, 

Parameter ß indicates the relationship between nominal returns and expected inflation, 

while if reflects how returns are determined by unexpected inflation. 

The required amount of housing to hedge against inflation is expressed as a share of a 

portfolio consisting of housing and a risk-free asset. The real return on this portfolio 

realized between time t and time t+k is the weighted average of the cumulative real 

housing return and the cumulative real risk free return for this period. 

(5.4) rr_1+k = w(Ru+k - nuM )+ (i _ w\RF^k - n^k ) 
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Parameter w reflects the housing share of the portfolio. The maximum real portfolio 

return given the preferred risk level can be found by means of a mean-variance 

framework. The solution for the demand for housing, w, consists of both the demand 

for housing as a result of the equity premium, and the demand for housing as a result of 

its hedging capacity. This hedging demand is the key element of this chapter. This ratio 

expresses the percentage of the portfolio that should be invested in real estate, in order 

to have the optimal protection against inflation with a horizon of k years. For example, if 

the hedge ratio for 30 years is 0.9, one should invest 90 percent of one's capital in one's 

own home and invest the remainder in risk-free Treasury bonds. 

If inflation and returns are specified as in Equations (5.2) and (5.3), respectively, and 

substituted in the hedge ratio, this ratio can be expressed in the persistence parameter a, 

expected inflation hedge parameter ß, unexpected inflation hedge parameter cp, time 

horizon k and the variances of the error terms following from the two regressions 

performed earlier. As is shown by Schotman and Schweitzer (2000), the hedge ratio will 

be: 

(5.5) 
A ' " = -

(1 -a ) 2 
, , a-a ,. . a -a' 

\-a \-a2 

alßl 

(I-a)2 \-a 
a 

\~a2 
at+ka. +2 aß 

{-a 

\-a (1-a)2 <P°„ 

* - l - -
\-a 

<pa„ + q> kal 

It is easy to see that partial first derivatives of this equation are complicated functions of 

other parameters. Therefore, one cannot make general inferences regarding the impact of 

a parameter on the hedge ratio. For example, an improvement of the hedge capacity 

against expected inflation could lead to both an increase and a decrease of the hedge 

ratio, depending on the exact inflation persistence. Similarly, lengthening of the 

investment horizon does not automatically induce a higher hedge ratio. For a 1-year 

horizon, however, only the unexpected inflation parameter and the variances of both 

error terms matter. For infinite horizons, the ratio is positive if ß> ( l - l/cc)cp. Schotman 

and Schweitzer show that if a = l , the only long-run demand for the investment asset is 

the inflation hedging demand, regardless of the investment returns. 

Schotman and Schweitzer developed this ratio and calculated actual ratios. For this, the 

authors searched for consensus in literature, to find the most appropriate values for the 

required input parameters. Since we use actual data series, these parameters will be 

estimated. 

Although the hedge ratio is based on parameter estimates for both expected and 

unexpected inflation hedge capacity, the distinction between these two inflation 

components is not shown. Moreover, measurement errors might arise because of 

incorrect specification of the assumed models generating inflation and housing returns. 

Therefore, we re-estimate Equation (5.3) for different time horizons H, analogous to 

Boudoukh and Richardson (1993). By means of Equation (5.6), the impact of investment 
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horizon regarding expected and unexpected inflation is studied, and the modeled series 

do not matter. 

(5.6) 2X,.=c(t) +y?(*)£,[5Xi]+d 2 X , ^ , [ I X , ] +2X , 
M i=l VW W 7 M 

The rime-series approach is not used in this specification, since it is not reasonable to 

assume that people used ARIMA-analysis to derive inflation expectations in the year 

1650. Moreover, risk-free interest rates are unknown for the entire 350 years, let alone 

economists' forecasts for these years, such that the remaining approach to model 

expected inflation concerns naïve expectations. Therefore, in (5.6), n, is assumed to 

represent expectation Etprt+1]. 

With the approaches of Schotman and Schweitzer (2000) and Boudoukh and Richardson 

(1993), and the naïve approach used in (5.6), additional measurement errors might arise 

because of incorrect specification of the inflation expectation. To avoid this, accumulated 

nominal returns for varying horizons are regressed on cumulative inflation by means of 

Equation (5.7). 

(5.7) i^+,.=c
(iw(*,ix,-+i>+, 

« i=i i=i 

The parameters y(k) provide information on the protection against actual inflation. Due to 

the long horizon of our data, this approach will suffer the least from potentially incorrect 

assumptions and modeling, and will therefore yield the most robust results. 

5.3 Data description 

This chapter is largely based on the house transactions price data Eichholtz (1997) used 

to develop a long run index for houses on one canal in Amsterdam, the Herengracht, for 

the period 1628 through 1973. Eichholtz constructed this biennial index with use of a 

hedonic repeated-measures specification, by adding one variable to the repeat-sales 

equation. This variable corrected for the fact that over time more properties are used as 

office buildings, which has a large influence on property prices. In this chapter we 

construct an annual repeat-sales index based on the same data. Sparse data in the first 

and last years of the sample period caused Eichholtz to estimate a biennial index. For our 

annual index in this chapter, we therefore eliminate the index estimates for the first and 

last years, and extend the resulting index with information of the Dutch Association of 

Real Estate Agents and the Central Bureau of Statistics. As a result, an index of annual 

house prices for 350 years is used, for the period 1649 through 1998, which is used in 
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Chapter 4 as well. The other long-run data series used concerns consumer prices. Since 

no single index exists that reflects all 350 years, we used different recourses for this2. 

Figure 5.1 exhibits the development of property prices, both in nominal and real terms, 

on a logarithmic scale. This chart shows that nominal Dutch house prices only grew 

substantially in the 20th century. The gap between the nominal and real series exists since 

1850, and it gradually gets wider. Apparently, inflation seems to be a considerable 

determinant for house prices, especially since 1950. Clearly visible is the impact of both 

World Wars, in which house prices did not keep pace with the general price level. Since 

1985, properties accumulated real value without interruptions. 

Figure 5.1: Nominal and real house prices, 1650-1998. 
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Statistics of both index series are provided in Table 5.1, for the entire sample period and 

sub-periods. Sub-periods are chosen in a naïve way, by selecting the separate centuries, 

but also by selection of major turning points in history. The post W W II period shows 

relatively large annual price changes of almost 6 percent, while the 20th century average is 

only 3.5 percent. Other centuries show annual average appreciation rates close to zero. In 

real terms, 1946-1998 period has shown exceptional house price rises as well. However, 

the same conclusions apply to consumer prices; on average, inflation has been about 4 

percent during this period, compared to 3 percent for the 20th century. In other centuries, 

inflation existed as well, but it was not consistent. Price increases were followed by rather 

2 Annual inflation for the period 1649-1913 is derived from two historical sources (Van Zanden 
(unpublished) and Van Riel (forthcoming)), data for the 20* century is provided by the Central Bureau of 
Statistics (CBS) and the Netherlands Bureau for Central Policy Analysis (CPB)). 
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similar decreases, such that the average inflation rate was close to zero. Figure 5.2 

confirms this; only in the 20th century, inflation shows some consistency. 

Table 5.1: Characteristics of changes in data series. 
Log changes of 
nominal house 

price index 
Mean SD 

Log changes of 
real house price 

index  
Mean SD 

Log 
inflation 

Mean SD 

Full Sample 1650-1998 1.0 19.9 0.1 20.8 0.9 

17'h Century 1650-1700 

18* Century 1701-1800 

19* Century 1801-1900 

20'h Century 1901-1998 

Pre Napoleon 1650-1807 

Post Napoleon 1814-1998 

Interbellum 1920-1939 

Post WW II 1946-1998 

0.0 25.8 

0.2 15.1 

0.5 16.7 

3.4 23.5 

0.2 19.5 

2.4 19.8 

4.6 38.2 

5.7 19.9 

0.0 25.0 

0.6 17.7 

0.6 17.8 

0.4 24.2 

0.5 20.6 

0.8 20.7 

3.8 37.7 

1.6 20.5 

0.1 8.1 

0.4 8.5 

0.1 6.0 

3.0 9.2 

0.2 8.2 

1.6 8.1 

-5.4 10.0 

4.0 5.9 

(annual log changes in index series multiplied by 100). 

Figure 5.2: Inflation, 1650-1998. 
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5.4 Results 

This section provides the empirical findings for long-run inflation protection. To 

calculate hedge ratios, inflation persistence and short-run hedge parameters for expected 

and unexpected inflation have to be estimated. 

Table 5.2: Estimates for inflation persistence .  

Observations ,, ~ a SD a Adj R2
 a 2 

Full Sample 1650-1998 348 0.009 ~Ö28Ö ÖÖ52 O076 ÖÖoT 

17*Century 1650-1700 49 -0.001 -0.109 0.156 -0.011 0.006 

18* Century 1701-1800 99 0.005 0.052 0.102 -0.008 0 007 

19* Century 1801-1900 99 -0.001 0.235 0.099 0.045 0 003 

20* Century 1901-1998 97 0.030 0.591 0.083 0.342 0.006 

Pre Napoleon 1650-1807 156 0.002 0.012 0.080 -0.006 0.007 

Post Napoleon 1814-1998 184 0.017 0.515 0.063 0.264 0 005 

Interbellum 1920-1939 19 -0.048 0.462 0.220 0159 0 008 

Post WW II 1946-1998 52 Q.Q32 0.333 0.093 0.189 0.002 

"Based on the equation 71 , = /j + a(n —u)+fl 

Inflation persistence is estimated by means of Equation (5.2), of which regression results 

are provided in Table 5.2. We divided the 350 years into sub periods. The table indicates 

that inflation persistence rises over time, with the most recent century showing the 

highest a , and thus, persistent inflation. However, this consistency seems to be highest 

during the first 50 years of the 20th century. In the 17rh, 18lh and 19th century, the annual 

inflation percentage fluctuates around an average of zero, as indicated by \i, while in the 

20th century the long-run average was 3.0 percent. These conclusions are consistent with 

those suggested by Figure 5.2. 

Besides the parameter estimate for inflation persistence and the resulting error variance, 

other inputs for the long-run hedge ratio are estimates of the short-run hedge capacity 

against expected and unexpected inflation, as reflected by Equation (5.3). The results of 

our estimation are provided in Table 5.3. This table shows that only for the period 1814 

through 1998 the expected inflation hedge parameter is significantly higher than 0, while 

it insigmficandy differs from 1 for the periods 1650-1700, 1920-1939, and 1946-1998. 

The unexpected inflation hedge parameter is not significantly different from 0 for all 

analyzed sub-periods, and is significantly lower than 1 for all periods, except for the same 

periods as the expected inflation parameter is insignificantly different from 1. Therefore, 

a house appears to offer an improving protection against expected inflation, since the 

parameter rises over time, but does not provide a good protection against unexpected 

inflation, as far as investment horizons of 1 year are concerned. 
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Table 5.3: Estimates for protection against expected (ß) and unexpected (ip) inflation . 

Obser
vations 

c ß <P SDß SDcp ° c
2 

Full Sample 1650-1998 348 0.007 0.287 0.194 0.165 0.138 0.039 

17* Century- 1650-1700 49 0.007 -0.073 0.623 0.695 0.451 0.060 

IS* Century 1701-1800 99 -0.001 0.084 -0.097 0.252 0.182 0.023 

19* Century 1801-1900 99 0.007 0.260 -0.104 0.356 0.288 0.027 

20* Century 1901-1998 97 0.022 0.409 0.153 0.293 0.323 0.055 

PreNapoleon 1650-1807 156 -0.001 0.053 0.119 0.268 0.191 0.037 

Post Napoleon 1814-1998 184 0.017 0.415 0.063 0.207 0.211 0.038 

Interbellum 1920-1939 19 0.025 0.910 0.546 1.105 1.048 0.146 

Post WW II 1946-1998 52 0.054 0.107 0.321 0.689 0.737 0.040 

'bastion the equation RHl = c + ß Et |/r,+1 ] + (pin,+1 - Et [^,+] ] )r/l+l + st 

Finally, the long-run inflation hedge capacity can be estimated by means of the inflation 

hedge ratio reflected by Equation (5.5). Using the estimate for inflation persistence, oc, the 

estimates for 1-year hedge against expected and unexpected inflation, ß and cp, and the 

variances of the residuals s and r\ from both regressions, the hedge ratio could be 

calculated for investment horizon k. We calculated ratios for different horizons for all 

separate time periods. Table 5.4 displays the results for some values of k in numbers, 

while Figures 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 provide graphical representations of the ratios for all k 

between 1 and 30. 

Table 5.4: Hedge ratios for different investment horizons. 

Time Period Horizon in years 

1 5 10 20 30 40 50 100 

Full Sample 1650-1998 0.030 0.054 0.059 0.062 0.062 0.063 0.063 0.064 

17* Century 1650-1700 0.064 0.059 0.059 0.059 0.058 0.058 0.058 0.058 

18* Century 1701-1800 -0.030 -0.030 -0.030 -0.030 -0.030 -0.030 -0.030 -0.030 

19* Century 1801-1900 -0.013 -0.006 -0.005 -0.005 -0.004 -0.004 -0.004 -0.004 

20* Century 1901-1998 0.016 0.093 0.131 0.153 0.160 0.164 0.166 0.171 

Pre Napoleon 1650-1807 0.021 0.022 0.022 0.022 0.022 0.022 0.022 0.022 

Post Napoleon 1814-1998 0.008 0.072 0.097 0.111 0.116 0.118 0.119 0.122 

Interbellum 1920-1939 0.031 0.090 0.109 0.118 0.121 0.123 0.124 0.126 

Post WW II 1946-1998 0.012 0.018 0.020 0.020 0.021 0.021 0.021 0.021 

These results clearly show that hedge ratios rise with the horizon for all sub-periods 

concerning years after 1814. For the first three centuries, hedge ratios are rather constant, 

whlie hedge ratios for the 17th and 18lh century are even negative. Only for the 20th 

century, hedge ratios appear to be consistent with theory: the ratios increase with rising 
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horizons and are rather substantial compared to other centuries, even though a perfect 

hedge ratio of 1 appears to be impossible in practice. The hedge ratio appears to rise 

asymptotically to about 0.17. Especially between 1 and 10 years, the hedge ratio increases 

fast. For longer horizons, the ratio increases only slightly. Note that the hedge ratios and 

the increase in hedge ratios for rising horizons are larger if inflation is persistent. 

Figure 5.3.1: Hedge ratios for different centuries. 
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Figure 5.3.2: Hedge ratios for sub-periods. 
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Although the results are consistent with expectations, the hedge ratio is still rather low. 

Outcomes are dependent on whether the assumptions underlying the ratio construction 

are valid. Therefore, an alternative analysis of investment horizon impact on inflation 

protection is useful. 

Long-run protection against expected and unexpected inflation 
The hedge ratio does not explicitly make a difference between protection from expected 

or unexpected inflation. Estimation of Equation (5.6) provides these additional insights, 

since the equation is estimated for increasing holding periods. In Figure 5.4.1 these 

estimates are displayed for all horizons between 1 and 150 years, Figures 5.4.2 and 5.4.3 

show the expected and unexpected inflation parameters for horizons between 1 and 30 

years for all sub-periods. In Table 5.5 we summarize the results for some of the chosen 

horizons. The results following from this regression confirm our inferences from the 

hedge ratio investigation: the hedge capacity increases fast if the horizon rises from 1 

until 30 years. After 30 years the hedge capacity decreases slighdy, and increases again 

after 80 years. Only the hedge capacity with respect to the expected inflation increases 

fast with a rising horizon, while the hedge capacity with respect to unexpected inflation 

only shows a moderately rising trend. The parameter estimating the latter hedge does not 

differ significantly from 0, and is different from 1 for all relevant investment horizons. 

Table 5.5: Estimates for protection against expected (ß) and unexpected (ip) inflation for different 

horizons. 

Horizon Obser

vations 

c P 9 S D ß SDcp adj R2 
CTe2 

1 348 0.007 0.287 0.194 0.165 0.138 0.004 0.039 

2 347 0.016 0.264 0.163 0.106 0.116 0.012 0.051 

3 346 0.024 0.263 0.170 0.090 0.122 0.019 0.063 

4 345 0.030 0.312 0.254 0.080 0.132 0.038 0.069 

5 344 0.034 0.373 0.190 0.076 0.145 0.061 0.078 

10 339 0.050 0.493 0.051 0.065 0.184 0.144 0.125 

20 329 0.053 0.706 0.238 0.063 0.226 0.273 0.228 

30 319 0.004 1.003 0.300 0.066 0.279 0.420 0.285 

40 309 -0.011 1.027 0.436 0.062 0.283 0.469 0.349 

50 299 -0.002 0.945 0.317 0.056 0.305 0.484 0.394 

100 249 -0.177 1.047 0.703 0.046 0.346 0.683 0.316 

150 199 -0.725 1.464 0.815 0.038 0.268 0.881 0.195 

'Based on the equation JT R^ = Cj•+ß/-El [ ]T 7CH J + <p • ]T n, , „ - £ , [ £ 71HJ + ]T elth 
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Figure 5.4.1: Hedge parameters for expected and unexpected inflation, full sample. 
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Figure 5.4.2: Hedge parameters for expected inflation, different centuries. 
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Figure 5.4.3: Hedge parameters for unexpected inflation, different centuries. 
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To avoid errors resulting from an incorrect specification of the models underlying the 

hedge ratio, or from errors caused by an incorrect ex-post calculation of inflation 

expectations, the relationship between nominal returns and actual inflation is studied as 

well. For this, we estimate Equation (5.7), of which the results are presented in Tables 5.6 

and 5.7. However, the conclusions remain the same. Only during the most recent period 

in history, housing is protected against inflation to some degree. The protection against 

actual inflation rises with the investment horizon, and is significant for all horizons of 2 

years and longer. For horizons of 30 years or longer, the parameter reflecting the 

relationship between appreciation and inflation is indistinguishable from 1. 

Table 5.6: estimates for protection against actual inflation (y) . 

Obser c y SD y CTv2 

vations 
Full Sample 1650-1998 349 0.008 0.224 0.132 0.039 

17th Century 1650-1700 51 0.000 0.783 0.438 0.062 

18* Century 1701-1800 100 -0.001 -0.083 0.181 0.023 
19lh Century 1801-1900 100 0.005 -0.016 0.281 0.028 

20* Century 1901-1998 98 0.025 0.304 0.259 0.054 

Pte Napoleon 1650-1807 158 -0.003 0.159 0.190 0.038 
Post Napoleon 1814-1998 185 0.020 0.237 0.180 0.039 
Interbellum 1920-1939 20 0.021 0.683 0.889 0.141 
Post WW II 1946-1998 53 0.051 0.135 0.473 0.040 

'Based on the equation Rr = c + y • 7Tr + V: 

Table 5.7: Estimates for protection against actual inflation (y)for diffi '.rent horizons. 

Horizon Obser

vations 

c 7 SDy AdjR2 
CTv2 

1 349 0.008 0.224 0.132 0.005 0.039 
2 348 0.016 0.222 0.094 0.013 0.052 
3 347 0.024 0.233 0.084 0.019 0.063 
4 346 0.030 0.301 0.076 0.040 0.069 
5 345 0.035 0.349 0.073 0.060 0.078 
10 340 0.053 0.465 0.064 0.131 0.127 
20 330 0.054 0.689 0.063 0.267 0.231 
30 320 0.006 0.982 0.066 0.412 0.289 
40 310 -0.009 1.012 0.062 0.464 0.353 
50 300 -0.001 0.931 0.056 0.479 0.399 
100 250 -0.173 1.037 0.045 0.682 0.317 
150 200 -0.719 1.448 0.038 0.878 0.200 

Based on the Ë ^ • A ^ + r , - • £ * , • * + 2 X 
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5.5 Summary and conclusions 

This chapter clearly shows that owning a house only offers inflation protection in the 

long run, and only if inflation is persistent. In periods when inflation is not persistent, as 

was the case before this century, house price changes are not positively related to the 

inflation rate. 

The results of this chapter have some interesting implications. In the last five decades 

inflation has been rather persistent. Even though that has generated numerous problems, 

this chapter shows that in these circumstances, it was possible to hedge against inflation 

by buying a house, at least in the long run. Now, however, the economy shows signs of 

moving towards a state in which inflation is no longer persistent, or at least not as 

persistent as it has been in the last decades. That is generally heralded as a very positive 

thing, but this chapter shows that it will also have an important drawback: home-

ownership will no longer offer inflation protection, not even in the long run. 


